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What we will be talking about?

 Paradoxes of safety

─ Engineering

─ Socio-cultural/ economic

 Conclusion

Paradox:

- an opinion or statement contrary to commonly accepted opinion

- a self-contradictory and false proposition



The paradox of “safe” building

 Any building complying with “current” standard is 

“safe”

 Potentially, any building that was safe yesterday 

could be deemed unsafe today because the 

code has changed

 Acceptable risk?

Year
Seismic 

Coff, Cd

1931 0.1

1965 0.15

1976 0.38

1992 0.39

2005 0.42



The code paradox

 Seismic Load:

─ Source and attenuation modeling uncertainties

─ Issue of engineering judgment

 Standards are being followed as a Bible

 Standards are becoming complex

 Should the design seismic loads be based on 

consequences of failure or rule for a 

temporary structure?

 Analysis dilemma



The acceptable risk paradox

 Safe building has an acceptable level of risk

Risk = Hazard x Vulnerability

 What we are doing is increasing the perceived hazard thereby 

increasing the design load, but where is the balance?

 Why we should design for 475-year earthquake? Why not 100-year or 

1000-year earthquake?

 Who decides the level of acceptable risk: a politician, a building owner 

or occupant, insurer or reinsurer or an expert ?

 Should it be acceptable risk or desired safety?



The knowledge paradox

Pounding: Socio-technical issues

Steel bracing for strengthening: Flexible vs 
rigid system-How would this marriage work? 



The “Modern is safe” paradox

 Paradox: 

─ Modern is safe, but is it?

─ Engineering input would improve the seismic resistance, but does it? 

 But, why we are reluctant to accept the realities…………



The risk communication paradox

 We failed to communicate or we are unable to understand 

intricacies of communication

 Experts and general public perceive and interpret risk in different 

ways

 How many people would understand, “there is 10% probability of 

failure if a 50-yr return period earthquake strikes”

 Why existing knowledge cannot be translated into local digestible  

language?



The communication paradox

 We might say non-engineers cannot understand risk issues but what 

about engineers?

 Is our “education” system working?



Implementation of seismic safety

 Paradox: A good standard enforced by legal system will solve the 

problem

─ But does it?

 It needs multi-disciplinary approach because seismic safety is:

─ A socio-cultural issue

─ An economic issue

─ Depends on risk perception and interpretation



Risk Perception and Interpretation

 Cultural background

 Religion

 Beliefs

 Fatalism

 Access to information and resources 

 Risk communication

 Affordability



The fallacy of affordability……….

 The most confusing mystery is what makes people spend money on 

comfort/visible things rather than on safety?



Human memory…………

 Humans by nature try to forget the pain, suffering of past events

 So “Fix, Fasten and Forget” does not work with human psyche

 “Cover it up and Forget it” does work with human nature 
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Conclusion

 Risk mitigation with in a limit is possible but risk elimination is not 

possible, because risk is perception not a physical entity because it is 

a relative term

 Communication interface between people and experts

 Research in risk perception and communication

 Earthquake safety is a multidimensional issue so needs a 

multidimensional approach



Thank You


